Separate Content Infrastructures on the Web?
Hamas and Fatah referenced video materials compared (8-9 November 2007)

**Question** Do Hamas and Fatah Web spaces share the same content in the form of YouTube videos?

**Method** Using lists of Fatah and Hamas-related sites, capture inlinks to each set of sites, using Yahoo Inlink Scraper. Query those sites that link to the Fatah and Hamas-related sites with tool Google Scraper for: "youtube.com/watch." The number of times a unique video occurs in unique sites in the Web spaces is calculated with tool YouTube Video Discovery. To find shared videos the top 100 of Hamas and Fatah Web spaces is compared using tool Compare Lists.

**Findings** Sixteen videos are shared in the top 100 most referenced videos in the Fatah and Hamas Web spaces. The majority of videos contains violent and/or politically charged content. The overall narrative style is symbolic or moralistic (symbolic real life stories). Two videos are removed due to terms of use violation. In the lower end of the most popular shared videos, more generally popular YouTube videos are found.
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**Hamas**

- [This video has been removed due to terms of use violation.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: October 30, 2007
- [A battle between a pride of lions, a herd of buffalo, and 2 crocodiles at a watering hole in South Africa’s Kruger National Park while on safari.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: May 03, 2007
- TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture. [Added: December 11, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- [The Little Mermaid fragment, featuring the song Part of Your World.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 09, 2005
- [Interview with Daniel Radcliffe in Sydney about his new movie.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: September 25, 2007
- Sphere Ricks: Riding down the ski hill at Mt. Brighton (Michigan) inside a 12’ inflated ball. [Added: June 18, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- [TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 11, 2006
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- [The Little Mermaid fragment, featuring the song Part of Your World.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 09, 2005
- [Interview with Daniel Radcliffe in Sydney about his new movie.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: September 25, 2007
- [Sphere Ricks: Riding down the ski hill at Mt. Brighton (Michigan) inside a 12’ inflated ball.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: June 18, 2006
- [TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 11, 2006
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- [The Little Mermaid fragment, featuring the song Part of Your World.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 09, 2005
- [Interview with Daniel Radcliffe in Sydney about his new movie.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: September 25, 2007
- [Sphere Ricks: Riding down the ski hill at Mt. Brighton (Michigan) inside a 12’ inflated ball.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: June 18, 2006
- [TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 11, 2006
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)

**Fatah**

- [This video has been removed due to terms of use violation.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: October 30, 2007
- [A battle between a pride of lions, a herd of buffalo, and 2 crocodiles at a watering hole in South Africa’s Kruger National Park while on safari.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: May 03, 2007
- TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture. [Added: December 11, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)
- [The Little Mermaid fragment, featuring the song Part of Your World.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 09, 2005
- [Interview with Daniel Radcliffe in Sydney about his new movie.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: September 25, 2007
- [Sphere Ricks: Riding down the ski hill at Mt. Brighton (Michigan) inside a 12’ inflated ball.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: June 18, 2006
- [TV host Sanja Nikolic passes out on live Serbian television, and part of the set falls apart. The video was first posted with the description of a Danish anchor woman having died on TV as a punishment for hosting a contest on drawing a Mohammed picture.](http://www.rafatosman.com) Added: December 11, 2006
- MSNBC coverage of Bayer scandal. In the 1980s, Bayer sold HIV-infected hemophilia medication throughout Europe, which infected many patients. [Added: April 02, 2006](http://www.rafatosman.com)